Newsletter—February 2021
Headteacher’s Repor t
Dear Parents and Carers,
Yet again it has been a term like no other, and it is unbelievable to think how much has
happened since Christmas. In this newsletter, you will read about the incredible learning that
has been taking place, despite the lockdown, and how the children have continued to make
progress while working remotely.
This progress has only been possible because of the united efforts and dedication of both
school and families. It is nearly a year now since Covid started impacting dramatically on our
lives, and communities have had to pull together to keep learning going as best as we
possibly can. This term has been no exception. We are extraordinarily grateful to parents and
carers for working tirelessly to home educate our pupils this term; we know that this has been
a monumental task on top of your existing work and home commitments, but you have done
a brilliant job and the children have made amazing progress as a result. Thank you so much!
I also need to say a huge thank you our exceptional team of staff at Dalmain who have
continued to adapt to every challenge thrown their way. Having planned for this term in
school, they had to switch completely to remote learning with very little notice but still
managed to facilitate outstanding standards of provision throughout the term. We have also
had a parallel team working tirelessly in school to look after the children on site, making sure
that they feel safe and engaged in their learning. Whether working remotely or in school, our
team have never worked so hard to provide education within the ever changing guidance
provided by
the
government
and for this I
am hugely grateful. All staff want the very best for the children and are
Thursday 4th March marks the
desperate to see them back in school, and we have everything crossed that
international celebration of World
we will be back together very soon after Half Term.
Book Day this year. It is an

World Book Day 2021

Thank you as well to the Friends of Dalmain, who have continued to offer
support to the school both in human resources and fundraising. Your
dedication to the school is humbling and I would particularly like to thank
you for collecting and organising the hampers that we have provided for
families within our community. Your generosity and commitment to the
school continues to make a huge difference.
I hope that you enjoy celebrating all that we have achieved together as you
read through the newsletter. There are two of my favourite pieces of art work
from this term included above—aren’t they stunning?! The Dalmain
community continues to amaze me and it remains an absolute privilege to
work alongside you for the good of our wonderful young people. I hope that
you all have a safe, and relaxing half-term holiday….with as little screen time
as possible! We can’t wait to see everyone again soon!
Best wishes
Ms Eisele—Headteacher

occasion where we usually come
together as a school to celebrate
our love of books and reading.
Despite the current restrictions
and home learning taking place,
we would still like to honour this
tradition at Dalmain and give
children the opportunity to share a book recommendation or
perform a short extract from their favourite novel, as well as
dress up as a character (dressing-up is entirely optional). A
letter will be sent out to all parents, carers and children on
Friday 26th February with more information about how the day
will run at home; however, we wanted to give you a heads up
to enable you to start thinking about and preparing your
ideas. Whether you’re at home or at school, I’m sure you’ll all
agree that reading so often provides those small and
wonderful “escapism” moments to help us through such
challenging times. We can’t wait to celebrate WBD with you!

Reporting a Covid 19 case: Please email: covid@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
School Contacts:
Admissions, breakfast club, meal choices or attendance: Please email Ms Kirsten Welsh our Attendance Officer at attendendance@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
Finance or clubs: Please email Ms Louise De Mornay our School Administrator at office@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
All other queries: Please email Ms Shez Edwards our Receptionist at admin@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
Living Wall on Brockley Rise: Parts of Dalmain’s external walls date back to when the school was first built in 1873. The Living Wall has been trimmed back to facilitate these works and will be reinstated as soon as we possibly can. The work needed to maintain them has nearly been finished now but the barriers will remain in
place until completed. Thank you for utilising the nearby crossings and walking carefully around the barriers that are installed on the pavement for everyone’s safety.
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N u r s e r y — Tu r t l e C l a s s
I was so looking forward to the return of our existing Nursery children and welcoming our new Nursery entrants after the
Christmas break. However, it became obvious that another lockdown was imminent and remote learning would become an
intrinsic aspect of teaching. Initially it felt quite daunting and posed many technical challenges for me, but I can now confidently
say that I have overcome those first setbacks with the help and support of the EYFS team, Ms Eisele and you, the Nursery
parents who encouraged, appreciated and supported me through the initial stages. I could not have done it without you all, so a
huge thank you from the Nursery Team!
The Nursery children never fail to amaze me with the level of work that they continue to submit. It has been our daily pleasure to
login and listen to recordings of their responses, and to read the feedback sent in by parents. We are encouraged by the level of
engagement and the high quality of the work that has been undertaken at home. To ensure that children are kept in touch with
the Nursery environment, we visit the setting on a regular basis to provide the children with up to date recordings of what is
taking place in our Nursery garden, and to create scenes for our focus stories. Here are some of the wonderful things we have
been doing during this term.

These are just some of the creative methods that we have used to enthuse and stimulate the children’s natural desire to engage
in imaginative role play. This creative and play-based approach is used throughout the seven areas of learning to ensure our
children are receiving broad and balanced curriculum coverage, albeit under unusual circumstances. We have also brought the
Lunar New Year celebrations forward so they will not miss out the creative opportunities that this festival offers. Well done,
Turtle Class, and keep up the good work!

Reception—Bee Class
Wow, Bee Class! Despite the challenging
circumstances we all find ourselves in, I have been
so impressed with the enormous effort everyone
has made in continuing their learning journey
online and in class. You have all worked so hard
across all aspects of the curriculum and have produced some beautiful work, not least your amazing creations as part of our recent project day. You should all feel extremely proud of your efforts and the progress you have made. I think if we reflect on all the things we have covered this
half term you will see just how much learning we have achieved together.
In Maths you have continued your excellent number work, applied your measuring skills and explored 2D and 3D shape.
In Literacy we have enjoyed writing some fantastic rhyming sentences and poems inspired by the texts ‘Oi Frog!’ and ‘The
Magic Paintbrush’. When being active you have enjoyed dancing those fingers in dough gym with Miss Hollie, singing and
being musical with Miss Jackson and conducted some explosive science experiments with Miss Sam. We hope you have
enjoyed the activities we have worked so hard to produce and look forward to celebrating your achievements properly
when we can return to school safely.
Thank you too, to all the parents and carers who
have given such amazing and positive support for
the children during this time. We understand the
many things you are juggling at the moment and
really appreciate your input which has enabled the
learning and progress to continue at home. Well
done Brilliant Bees, we are all very proud of you!
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Reception—Hedgehog Class
This quote by Charlie Mackesy epitomises this term and
you should feel immensely proud of the efforts you have
put in with your children, I am so proud of them and of the
fantastic work they have produced during this time. This
term’s main theme has been Lunar New Year, focusing on
China with the help of Julia Donaldson’s ‘The Magic
Paintbrush’. As dragons feature in both the book and
Chinese New Year celebrations, children have created
some wonderful mythical fire-breathing friends.

As well as these great creations, children have been on
sound hunts in phonics, used their measuring skills to
make delicious cakes and playdough, finger danced in
dough gym with Miss Hollie and made explosive and
bubbling science experiments with Miss Sam. We have
been thoroughly impressed with the children’s
determination and their continual effort, well done
Hedgehogs (and parents!)
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Ye a r 1 — D r i l l C l a s s
Drill Class have had an interesting and exciting term! We would love to take this opportunity to thank all parents, carers and children for
adapting so well to the new situation we find ourselves in. Adults are working incredibly hard at home to navigate Teams, helping their
children when they are stuck, and being encouraging role models. Children at home and in school are showing care over their work,
with more creativity than we could have ever imagined. Children in school have adapted amazingly and are also working hard at the
online learning. We couldn’t have done this term without everyone’s commitment, flexibility and patience as we work out how to
navigate this situation; thank you again!
In English, we read ‘Billy and the Beast’ by Nadia Shireen and wrote our own stories about superheroes and their sidekicks who had to
defeat a monster. We are now reading ‘Iggy Peck, Architect’ by Andrea Beaty, and have been researching facts about London landmarks in preparation for writing our very own non-fiction book.
We have been learning about weddings in different cultures in RE. For our Project Day we learnt about direction and made a map of our
bedroom. We then went on a scavenger hunt to find different things we have learnt about this year.
Children have been showing their creative side in Maths by using lots of different objects from around their home to work out problems.
We have seen part-whole models made with toys, Lego additions and pasta multiplication. We became investigators to work out a
Maths challenge in Week 5, using concrete objects and pictures to work out the answer. It involved a lot of trial and error and working
systematically.
We are enjoying having some ‘face time’ every week in our circle times. We have enjoyed stories together, learnt poems and songs, and
shared the fantastic work we have been doing at home. The teachers and TAs in Year 1 think circle time is the best part of their day, as
they love seeing everyone’s smiley faces and hearing what the children have been up to!
Isla Mae: ‘I liked it when we did science, especially when we worked out what material would be good for a
raincoat.’
Anna: ‘I liked doing Iggy Peck art, because I like drawing.’
Charlotte: ‘My favourite learning has been about Iggy Peck in English. He likes building things and so do I!’

Ye a r 1 — F o s s a C l a s s
What a half-term this has been! Despite the challenges of technology, remote learning and isolation from
friends, family and teachers, the Year 1 children have persevered and engaged wonderfully with the
learning. This would not have been possible without the hard work of their adults at home, so I would like
to thank Fossa parents and carers for their commitment to the learning of our pupils.
As if learning to use Microsoft Teams wasn’t enough, we have covered a lot of the curriculum this
half-term too!
In English, a real highlight for me was reading through the ‘Billy and the Beast’ inspired stories. It was
wonderful to listen to a number of children perform these stories during our live ‘circle time’ meetings and
to see the pride on the children’s faces as their friends complimented their adjectives, pictures, or simply
‘the whole story’! I can’t wait to read the ‘Iggy Peck’ inspired non-fiction books about London architecture.
In Maths, the children have built solid foundations for understanding different forms of addition and
equations as well as place value in learning about groups of tens. I have been so impressed with the
resourcefulness of adults using different action figures, dolls, kitchen items or even food to help with
children’s counting and problem solving!
We have also seen fantastic work regarding weddings in RE, materials and seasonal changes in Science,
and navigation in Geography. The engagement with Music and Art and your specialist lessons with Mrs
Jackson and Mr Roberts has also been wonderful to see and I know that they are very proud of our Year
1s as well.
This time has not been without its challenges, and I (and lots of
you, I’m sure!) cannot wait to return to the (physical) classroom.
However, challenges like these are a true testament to the power
and strength of our home-school relationships and our shared
commitment to the wellbeing and learning of our pupils. Please
use half-term to get away from the screen and have a rest. Six
weeks of remote learning completed!
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Ye a r 2 — Ly n x C l a s s
This term has been a little bit different for Lynx class
due to obvious reasons! However, we have showed
great resilience and worked hard! In English, we have
read ‘Ocean Meets Sky’ and then written our very own
versions of the book. We really enjoyed doing this and I
have read some fantastic versions that I cannot wait to
share with the class when we are back in school.
In Geography we have been learning about contrasting
countries to the UK and have learnt a lot about Brazil.
In Science we have learnt about living things and their
habitats and some of us have built our own ‘bughotels’! I have been really impressed with the work Lynx Class have
done at home so keep up the good work!

Ye a r 2 — N a r w h a l C l a s s
This term we have been doing a fantastic job working at home and in school. We have been very busy learning about
shapes and their properties. We also learnt about symmetry and we drew symmetrical butterflies! We found some
examples of 3D shapes in our homes and compared them.
In English, we have been reading some exciting stories, including 'The Bear Under the Stairs' by Helen Cooper. It tells
the tale of a young boy called William, who believes that there is a bear hiding under his stairs! We had fun imagining
that there was a bear hiding in our homes and created some fantastic posters to warn people about the bear!
We also thought about our own fears and how we overcome them, and
we wrote a letter to William to give him some advice. Finally, we decided
to re-write the story with our own characters. Well done everyone, for all
of your hard work this term!
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Ye a r 3 — W r a s s e C l a s s
I have been so impressed by the attitude
of the children and their families in
Wrasse class this half term. People have
worked hard to adjust to online learning
and children should be proud of the progress they have made. I have included a
couple of examples of children’s work – it
was very hard to choose!
After Christmas, we started off our
English by reading ‘The Tear Thief’; we
wrote our own, amazing versions of the
story using adventurous vocabulary. In
Maths, we turned our attention to times
tables. I think that the children’s
patience has really paid off as I can see a
real improvement in their confidence
with the 4x and 8x tables. I have also been impressed by the children’s use of
mathematical words, words like ‘commutative’, for example.
We have learnt about some Jewish festivals this half term and the children have
produced some thoughtful work, from Sukkah
shelters to Menorah candles. In Geography, we
made lots of comparisons with a focus on the
UK: between human and physical features;
different countries of the UK; and city and rural life.
We have managed to cover a lot of subjects, including Art, Music and Science. A big well
done from Mr Phillips for working so hard this half term. I hope to see you all very soon.

Ye a r 3 — S a o l a C l a s s
Year 3 have been working extremely hard throughout this term and we are so impressed with the dedication they’ve shown in their
learning and the effort they’ve put in to their work. This goes to all the children accessing remote learning from home and all of those
who have been in school.
This half term, our topic has been ‘Giant Journeys.’ This topic allowed us to travel to different places and to go on exciting adventures
despite us being in a lockdown!
In English, we enjoyed reading the books ‘The Tear Thief’ and ‘Black Dog’ which explored fears and feelings. We had the opportunity to
write our own very own versions which were just as impressive as the original stories. We also developed our Literacy skills and worked
really hard on our Handwriting and Spellings.
In Maths, we have been busy learning and consolidating our times tables (4 and 8) and their related division facts. We’ve been doing a
lot of exploring and investigating and deepening our knowledge and understanding of number.
In Geography, as part of our topic, we explored location and place knowledge of the United Kingdom and looked at human and physical
features and how these have changed over time. We produced some excellent geographical comparisons and work.
In PSE, we explored further the topic ‘Equality, Diversity and Inclusion and produced some books and posters of what this means to us
and to inform others. We also explored festivals in Jewish life as part of Religious Education. Some of these festivals included Passover,
Hanukkah and Sukkot.
On Thursday 4th February, we had our Project Day. Year 3’s theme was ‘What’s on the Menu?’ We explored
recipes, food and menus. We made some recipes for a monster menu and cooked them as well.
Have a look at some of the delicious dishes we made for our project day!
Thank you for supporting us with our remote provision and for being so patient
when things have gone wrong!
We are very proud of everyone is Year 3. Well done and keep up the amazing work!
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Ye a r 4 — Ta p i r C l a s s
This term, Tapir Class has done a fantastic job at adjusting to remote learning. They
have been very hard at work each day, and have produced brilliant pieces of work over
the course of the term. From Science experiments to Spelling Tests to weekly reading
sessions, the children have engaged in a variety of interactive learning opportunities
that they have been able to enjoy whilst learning at home.
The children have really allowed their creative juices to flow, particularly in Writing.
They have written their own stories based on the book, ‘Winter’s Child’ by Angela
McAllister. They were able to get fully immersed into their writing and create sequels
to the original story, which were
incredible. They’ve also enjoyed
creating their own civilisations,
based on the book, ‘Weslandia’ by
Paul Fleishman. This book was all
about a boy who stood out from his
peers as he dared to be different. He then decided to create his own civilisation and
became a trendsetter as a result, and eventually gained popularity by being his
authentic self. This was a great story, with a great message and the children really
enjoyed reflecting on this and even having the chance to create their own TV adverts
for their civilisations!
The children also had the opportunity to express
their creativity during their project day. They were asked to create a superhero character whose
superpowers have the ability to tackle a variety of environmental issues. The children came up with
some really creative ideas and produced some fantastic PowerPoints, posters, artwork and even
designed some really cool games! These superheroes had varying abilities: a superhero with the ability
to upcycle and turn trash in to treasure; a Powder Girl, who could clear air pollution with her powder
and even a superhero that could transform all cars and make them electric!

Ye a r 4 — Va q u i t a C l a s s
What have you enjoyed during our time learning from
home?
We have enjoyed all of the topics overall this term.
We found project day exciting and we liked that we
could choose the project theme and the style of how
could present our work. We really had fun working
independently during this day!
Also, we read a new text this term called ‘Weslandia’
and we liked drawing and creating our own world, like
the main character. Art this term has been about designing our own chimneys- inspired by
Gaudi!
Our thoughts on remote learning:
We feel we have worked very hard and have developed our skills across the curriculum. We
have also developed our independence skills by working at home and have gained
confidence talking and learning online.
We have enjoyed more time to do different subjects, which is different to when we are at
school. We have more freedom to decide how long we can spend on a subject.
Vaquita Class words of wisdom:
Try to persevere and try your hardest.
If you don’t get it right the first time its ok, you can try it again and to keep up the good
work.
Everything eventually will become easier as time goes by.
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Ye a r 5 — A l b a t r o s s C l a s s
Well, that was a half-term like no other for all of us in Albatross Class! However, we weren't
going to let a little thing like a global pandemic stop us from doing some phenomenal
learning!
That said, it has been a bit strange, doing school work from our devices either at home or in
school. We have learned the importance of perseverance, praise, kindness and helping
each other through this period of online learning. Kindness is just as important when we are
online as it is when we are in class. We have spoken about things like this every day in
our morning meetings and we have loved our story times, too.
Our topic for the term has been North America. We read two amazing books that inspired our writing - both based in New York City. In
the first, we looked at how King Kong was stolen from his home and taken to unleash havoc on NYC by a crazed film-maker. And in the
second, we learned the true story of how a man called Philippe Petit went for a short stroll one morning in 1974... except that he was
on a tightrope, between the Twin Towers, at 1,350 feet! We imagined re-making the film of his life story, including our own movie
trailers and posters (see picture). In our Reading lessons, we read the brilliant book, Beetle Boy, where we discovered how an ordinary
boy took on the terrifying Lucretia Cutter!
We have been doing some great Maths work - multiplying, dividing and exploring all sorts about
numbers. We didn't have the school's Maths equipment to help our learning, but some of us
made our own out of lego (see picture)!
And that's not all... We have been studying all 50 states of the USA, planning a holiday to North
America, drawing our own Mount Rushmore, learning about the science of sound, playing the
rhythm of 'Can't Stop the Feeling' by Justin Timberlake, studying the festivals of Hindusim,
creating games on Scratch and exploring body shapes and movement in dance. Phew! Must be
time for a few days off.
This term has been a big Year 5 team effort. We've all pulled together to keep learning
motoring - the children, parents, families, teachers, TAs... everyone! But how we look forward to
getting back to school as soon as we can - to see each other in person... Hopefully not long now!

Ye a r 5 — K a k a p o C l a s s
What a term we’ve had! Kakapo class have worked
tremendously hard this term and have shown such
resilience and positivity even when times were hard! It has
been so lovely to see many children encouraging and
helping each other during our meetings, through posting
messages on teams and the teamwork of those children in
school!
In Writing, we have worked on two books this term, ‘King
Kong’ and ‘The Man Who Walked Between Towers’. We
have written diary entries, missing scenes, passages of
dialogue, newspaper reports, biographies, radio interviews
and so much more! As well as this, we have still been
improving our handwriting and spelling skills!
In Reading, we enjoyed a chapter a day of ‘Beetle Boy’!
What an epic book! Just as well there are two more books
in this series to enjoy afterwards! Some of the characters in this book were outrageous and the descriptions were wonderfully
imaginative. We realised that personification and alliteration aren’t just for poetry! There were lots of fancy words to learn including lots
of words linked to entomology. Yep, that’s right, entomology…the study of insects (obviously)!
In Maths, we explored many different aspects of multiplication such as factors, multiples, square and cube numbers as well as the
formal written method! We also learnt how to divide big numbers using counters and short division and now we’ve moved onto
fractions!
We’ve had wonderful lessons in Music, Dance, Art , Science and Computing and we’ve been learning all about Hinduism and North
America! We had a brilliant project day working as travel agents, planning a trip of a lifetime to North America for one lucky customer.
This was a serious undertaking as an itinerary, brochure and budget had to be put together as well as a beautiful postcard at the end!
Every morning, many of the Year 5 pupils have met virtually with their teachers and we have discussed all sorts of things linked to our
learning! For National Story telling week, we also heard some wonderful stories too. One of the highlights of the week is our story time
and we have enjoyed stories by Roald Dahl, David Walliams and some picture books about the ‘not-so-bad’ Big Bad Wolf and a cat from
Paris!
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Ye a r 6 — P a n g o l i n C l a s s
We may have been working remotely during this term but our Literacy texts and Topic have provided us with a magical gateway to far
flung places, where we have encountered wondrous wildlife and exotic locations! The children have worked incredibly hard and we have
so much work that we wish we could share with you, but unfortunately due to newsletter space we have to be stringent with our choices.
It is hard to be a teacher! So, here is a small(ish) selection of what we have embarked on throughout Spring 1 and hopefully Ms Eisele
won’t notice that we have used quite a lot of space!
In our Teaching of Reading and Science lessons, we packed our suitcases and stepped on board the Beagle with Charles Darwin. We
then embarked on a world-wide journey, from England to Brazil; and from the Galapagos Islands to Australia. Along the journey we
discovered a whole new world of animals and plants, from baffling birds to reef revelations. We proved to be an able seafaring
companion and we dutifully recorded our observations throughout the journey.
Our RE topic was to consider ‘The Journey of Life & Death,’ We asked ourselves what do different faiths or beliefs believe happens after
we die? How do they respond to bereavement? The children were given a list of different religions and were asked to choose one, they
then carried out some independent research about the life and death beliefs of their chosen religion. There has been a huge amount of
outstanding work submitted—well done, Pangolin Class.
In English, we were transported to India through the striking picture book - ‘Can We Save the Tiger?’ We were awestruck as we trekked
through the book and it revealed to us the world’s most endangered species and the reasons that have caused this. For our writing we
focused on what factors have caused the tiger to become endangered, and then we investigated the conservation work that is being
doing to save this incredible species and others that are endangered. The explanation texts that the children created and published
were phenomenal. Unfortunately, newsletter space only allows us to share a small snippet of one fantastic piece of work that was
submitted.
On the 28th January, we took part in the BBC live RSPB Winter Watch lesson and took part in a spot of
bird watching! We wrote persuasive letters in role as a member of the RSPB society to our local MP,
asking for more conservation work to be done to protect the wildlife in Lewisham. We also created ‘Howto’ guides and bird Fact files.
In Maths, we have been working hard at fractions, calculating and reasoning through puzzles and
games. Below is a wonderful example of reasoning: Explain it, prove it, show it!

Ye a r 6 — O k a p i C l a s s
This term, I have been incredibly proud, and at times in awe, of just how quickly and effectively the children have adapted to Remote
Learning – a situation that none of us wanted to end up in again. They have worked conscientiously and independently, and their
sustained levels of enthusiasm and good spirit have made this term so enjoyable.
A highlight has no doubt been our daily 3pm story time sessions; we have spent the majority of term reading ‘The Boy at the Back of the
Class’ by Onjali Q. Raúf and finished this week. The final chapter shocked us all and we were a little emotional! We learnt so much
about the values of friendship, empathy and resilience.
A marvellous read; couldn't get better. – Polly
Touched forever - READ THIS BOOK! - Donnie
An amazing book, the best one I have read so far – 5 stars. - Lara
A beautiful story told from the innocent view of a young girl about
her refugee friend - touching, eye-opening, and superb. - Audrey
Lovely touching story about a girl who helps her refugee friend find
his parents. - Israel
Not only this, but in these sessions, we have really enjoyed being able to discuss and
reflect on our learning each day – sharing in each other’s successes and keeping each
other motivated.
Our topic this term has been Darwin & his Theory of Evolution, which we have explored across the curriculum, in Teaching of Reading,
Science and Art. We recently asked the children to decide whether they thought Darwin was ‘a genius, or just brave & lucky’: their
responses were both varied and intriguing! The children have also been working on Anatomy Art with Mr Roberts, and the progress in
their skills across the term has been outstanding.
In English, there have been many writing opportunities – including explanations, descriptions and poetry – inspired by our class text
‘Can We Save the Tiger’. Some of the writing produced has been so fantastic that it has been collated into a class book and shared
online – I look forward to keeping a copy in our class book corner too.
And finally, we have also enjoyed a number of Project Days across the term, including the Year 6 Citizenship Day, the RSPB Bird Winter
Watch and the South America Day. Well done to all children, at home and in school, who have been so supportive of each other and
enthusiastic about their learning on Microsoft Teams. I hope you all enjoy a well-earned rest with your families over half-term.
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Art

We have had exceptional Art and DT completed at home this term ranging from iconic sculptures to
anatomical drawings, to anamorphic art and sweetie towers! We have been so impressed with the
creative thinking behind children’s work.
Most importantly, children have excelled themselves in applying all the skills they have learned in art
lessons in school. Here we have architectural drawings inspired by Iggy Peck from Year 1, Anamorphic
Art from Year 2, Iconic sculpture from Year 3, Gaudí inspired chimneys from Year 4, Re-imagined
Mount Rushmore’s from Year 5 and stunning Anatomical drawings and Narrative Art from across the
school.

Music Lessons
We have been delighted
that some music lessons
have been able to continue
online during the lockdown;
a huge thank you to all the
teachers.
For those children who
have been having on-line
flute, clarinet, saxophone
and brass lessons, these
will continue for at least two
weeks after the half term
holiday.
We are very much looking
forward to all music lessons
resuming in school once we
have confirmation of when
the children are coming
back and as soon as our
risk assessment says is
safe to do so.

Te r m D a t e s

2021

LAST DAY

Tuesday 5 January

Friday 12 February

Monday 15 February

Friday 19 February

Monday 22 February

Wednesday 31 March

Spring Term

Half Term

2021

FIRST DAY

Summer Term

Easter Holidays
Monday 19 April

Friday 28 May

I day closure for May Bank Holiday on Monday 3 May 2021
Half term

Monday 31 May

Friday 4 June

Tuesday 8 June

Friday 23 July
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I n c l u s i o n Te a m

For other support you may need over the Half Term Break, we have a list of agencies and their
contact details on our website under Home / Parents & Carers / Safeguarding & Wellbeing

MENTAL HEALTH WELLBEING WITH BEANO!
LAUGHTER MAKES US FEEL GOOD! During this very difficult winter lockdown, here are some Beano resources you can
have in your toolkit to help your young learners.
BOUNCEBACKABILITY
The six comprehensive lessons, written with our charity partner YoungMinds, each include an introduction film, lesson
plan, PowerPoint presentation and activity sheets. There are versions for KS1
and KS2 and everything is linked to the PSHE curriculums in England,
Scotland and Wales.
The programme covers subjects including
-

Being Brave and Becoming Resilient
Understanding Change
Managing Difficult Emotions

BE KIND TO YOUR
MIND

The lessons are free to download and share on Beano for Schools.
BE KIND TO YOUR MIND – on Beano.com For children feeling stressed or struggling to smile, this website has loads
of hints, tips and handy links to help them keep mentally healthy.
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Covid-Safe Agreement
In addition to all existing school policies, including Health & Safety and
Safeguarding, we will be making the following agreements between children,
parents and staff to ensure that Covid-Safe behaviours are consistent for the safety
of all within the Dalmain community.
By sending your child to school we will presume consent to this agreement and that you have agreed to follow
government guidance on staying alert and safe.

Parents & Carers
Daily Procedures
1. If my child, or anyone in my household, shows symptoms of COVID-19, I will not send them to school, we will
self-isolate for 10 days as a family, I will get them tested and I will let the school know as soon as possible via
telephone to ensure effective track and tracing within the school community
2. When dropping my child off and picking them up, I will adhere to the 2 metre social distancing rules and refrain
from bringing siblings to school for drop off / pick up where possible
3. I will be on time when dropping off and picking up
4. I will ensure that only one parent and carer will drop off and pick up and that there will be no alternative
arrangements for pick up and drop off between families/carers
5. My child will not bring any additional items into school with them
6. My child may have their temperature taken on arrival and during the day if they feel or present as being unwell
7. I will remind my child about social distancing rules but accept they are difficult to follow
8. I will teach my child how to wash their hands properly and support the school’s Covid-Safe Behaviours
9. I will remind my child about the importance of “Catch it”, “Bin it” and “Kill it” for coughing and sneezing
10. I will not be allowed into the school without a pre- arranged appointment (please make appointments via telephone
or email as normal)
11. I need to support all staff in their efforts to create an ‘as safe as possible’ environment
12. Read all letters/messages/emails that are sent home
13. Follow the usual absence reporting procedures if my child is unable to attend school on a scheduled day
14. Reinforce any Covid-Safe related additional behaviour expectations
15. Ensure that all items of my child’s school uniform are washed routinely to avoid the spread of the coronavirus on
fabric.
Suspected Case
1. If my child is deemed unsafe, he/she will be sent home and cannot return to school until they are safe
2. If my child, or another child in the group, shows symptoms of COVID-19 at school, I will collect my child from school
immediately
3. I understand that if my child is unwell at school, she/he will be immediately isolated from other children and staff
Emergency Contacts
1. I will provide up to date emergency contact details
2. Ensure that I/we make reasonable steps to ensure an emergency contact can be reached at all times whilst my
child is on the school site to ensure that they can be collected or sent home immediately if showing symptoms of
the coronavirus

Pupils
As pupils we will:
1.Follow social distancing guidelines at all times: in the classroom, in the dining area, in the playground and moving
around the school.
2.Tell a teacher if we develop coronavirus symptoms (high temperature, continuous new cough, loss of smell or taste)
whilst at school
3.Wash and sanitise our hands regularly as instructed by the teacher
4.Sit at our allocated seat in the classroom and not move without permission
5.Only bring lunch boxes and water bottles (no school bags, pencil cases etc)
6.Only use the stationery kits provided by the school: do not share or lend any of it
* There may be slight adjustments in EYFS to reflect the different guidance for these year groups. Teachers will go through
this with parents / carers.
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D a t e s fo r y o u r D i a r y
15th to 19th February—HALF TERM
23rd February—school phots—
postponed until Monday 17th May
2021
4th March—World Book Day
5th March—FOD monthly coffee
morning—postponed
31st March—Easter Celebrations—
cancelled
31st March—Last day of term

H av e a l o o k a t s o m e o f
our fantastic work...

Dalmain School
Grove Close, Brockley Rise,
London SE23 1AS
Phone: 020 8699 2675
E: admin@dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk
Twitter: @dalmainschool
www.dalmain.lewisham.sch.uk

